The segmenting track identifier (STI) is introduced as
I. INTRODUCTION
The motion of a maneuvering target is often modeled as a hybrid system whose continuously varying state evolves according to an underlying model that performs discrete jumps between different operating modes. Tracking of such targets is often accomplished using a multiple model (MM) method that models the hybrid nature of the target dynamics by using a bank of (extended) Kalman filters running in parallel to estimate target motion. Each mode of the target is modeled with a separate filter, and the jump process between modes is modeled as a Markov process with known mode transition probabilities. The final estimate of target motion consists of a Bayesian weighted sum of the mode matched estimates proportional to the likelihood of each mode [1] . Effective computationally efficient MM methods, such as the interacting multiple model (IMM) method, are well established for slowly or moderately maneuvering targets. However, when the target is highly maneuvering the required bank of filters can become large, reducing the effectiveness of the tracker because the proper mode estimate is obscured by the unlikely mode estimates in the weighted sum. Researchers have recently developed adaptive MM algorithms to overcome this problem, including variable structure (VS) IMM filters that continuously adapt a small model set to the dynamics of the target. This paper presents an alternative approach to tracking highly maneuvering targets, the segmenting track identifier (STI), which does not rely on the Bayesian mixing of a bank of filters. Instead, STI segments the track, making hard estimates of when mode transitions occur, and then determines the optimal model parameters, in the least square sense, of the target motion for each segment. Accurate segmentation of the track allows more accurate estimation of the target model, and subsequently improved estimates of the target state. This method is similar to methodologies used in the pattern recognition community to parameterize complex curves [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] .
When a small delay in estimating target motion is acceptable, estimation accuracy can be improved by using the STI tracker as fixed-lag smoother, but even better performance is obtained when STI is used a fixed-interval smoother, where the estimate is smoothed over the entire dataset. Unlike smoothing methodologies proposed for IMM trackers [7] , no modification of the STI algorithm is necessary to achieve the fixed-interval smoother results and there is no additional computational cost.
Section II of this paper presents background on MM algorithms and the STI algorithm and how they differ from a hybrid systems point of view and a brief description of two VS-IMM algorithms chosen as top performers from a recent survey article [8] . Another reason why these two algorithms were selected was because they make a direct estimate of the target's turn rate. Section III presents a detailed description of the STI algorithm. Section IV presents simulation results comparing the performance of the STI, and the two VS-IMM algorithms, and a fixed-interval Rauch-Tung-Striebel (RTS) Kalman smoother on a track scenario taken from [8] and on a second scenario using a more highly maneuvering target.
II. BACKGROUND
The motion of maneuvering targets can be characterized by a continuously varying base state which evolves according to an underlying modal state that switches modes in discrete jumps. This is referred to as a hybrid system because it has both continuous and discrete elements. How these systems are represented by various algorithms is the subject of this section.
A. Multiple Model Algorithms
In the Kalman filter-based MM approach the target is assumed to follow the jump linear dynamic system equations
where x(k) is the continuous valued base state at time k and z(k) is the available measurement of this state. The modal state at time k is given by M k = fF k , G k , H k , v k , w k g, where F k , G k , and H k are the state transition, input, and measurement matrices, and v k and w k are the process and measurement noise processes associated with the model in effect at time k. For a typical Kalman filter-based MM filter, v k and w k are orthogonal, zero-mean, white Gaussian processes with known covariances Q k and R k , respectively.
In the traditional fixed-structure MM approach, M k is assumed to be constrained to one of a fixed finite set of r possible models such that M k 2 fM j g r j=1 . It is also assumed that the transitions in M k occur as discrete jumps governed by a first-order homogeneous Markov process with known mode transition probabilities. The actual modal state estimate in MM algorithms is represented by the mode probabilities ¹ j (k) of the models M j , such that ¹ j (k) = P(M j j Z), where Z is the set of measurements up to time k. The base state estimate x(k) is formed by combining the mode-conditioned base state estimates available from each possible mode sequence using Bayes theorem. The optimal implementation of a MM tracker maintains all possible mode histories, whose numbers increase exponentially with time. Therefore, suboptimal methods are usually used to bound the computational complexity of the algorithm by limiting the number of mode histories, with the most popular of these methods being the highly efficient IMM algorithm.
These fixed-structure MM methods, including the IMM algorithm, work well when a target's maneuvers can be characterized by a small set of operating modes. However, a highly maneuvering target's modal state might cover a large continuous range of parameter values that cannot be adequately expressed by a compact finite set of models. In these situations the fixed-structure MM algorithms may not perform well. To address this problem, newer variants of IMM trackers have been created which use an adaptive rather than a fixed set of models. Two examples of these methods are the adaptive grid IMM (AGIMM) [9] and VS augmented IMM (VS-AIMM) [8] algorithms, both of which replace the fixed, discrete set of models with a small set of models whose parameters are continuously adapted to the maneuvers of the target.
B. AGIMM
The AGIMM tracker initially formulated by [9] uses three constant speed coordinated turn (CT) model-based filters. The CT models are left, center, and right-turn models with turn rates centered around the probabilistically weighted sum of the three models: A later paper by [8] modified the AGIMM tracker by substituting a constant velocity (CV) model for the center CT model using the turn rates for the two CT models centered around
Our simulations show that this configuration increased estimation accuracy.
C. VS-AIMM
The VS-AIMM tracker also uses three parallel Kalman filters: a single CV filter and two CT filters. In the VS-AIMM implementation the target turn rate is indirectly estimated by the two CT model-based extended Kalman filters (EKFs). Using a hybrid structure to help insure tracker stability, the estimated turn rate is maintained independently of the filters, where the filters only estimate the change in the turn rate at every iteration of the filter. Using a ¢!(t) from the EKF and a set of rules, the turn rate is updated at every iteration of the filter while keeping a bound on the turn rate and separation between the turn rates used by each model.
D. Curve Segmentation and Fitting
An alternative approach to MM-based methodologies is the use of piecewise curve segmentation and fitting to represent a target track. Rather than using a Bayesian framework to describe the modal state of a target, it is possible to make a hard estimate of when the modal state transitions occur. A piecewise functional description of a noisy data set can then be created by partitioning the data into segments, with each segment fit to a simple parametric function, such as a straight line, parabola, or circular arc [10, 6] . Yoshimito [11] characterizes this segmentation as a nonlinear optimization problem that 1) optimizes the fit to the original data, 2) optimizes the segmentation, and 3) minimizes the number of segments. The resulting segments are joined together at knots such that they meet certain end point conditions. A common technique of this type is the use of splines to piecewise represent a curve, where the end point requirements are chosen such that the piecewise function be continuous and smooth at the knots. Smoothness is typically represented by continuity in the derivatives of the fitting function up to a chosen order.
The segmentation of curves is the topic of multiple pattern recognition papers [2, 12, 5, 3] . Although these algorithms are designed to work with relatively noise-free data and a large number of data points, similar concepts can be employed in an algorithm that can work with noisy data or a small number of points per curve (although not typically both.) One such algorithm is presented here, the STI, which achieves these goals by using recursive segmentation and enforcing continuity conditions at the knots.
In the STI approach the target is assumed to follow the jump-dynamic system of equations
where x(k) is the base state at time k and z(k) is the available measurement of this state. The modal state at time k is given by M = ff, h, wg where f and h are the state transition and measurement functions, and w is the associated measurement noise process associated with the model. STI does not assume a linear system, nor does it include a process noise as part of its model. It is assumed that w is a zero-mean random process with known covariance matrix R, but it is not required that w be Gaussian. (Although correspondingly there is also no explicit statement that the fitting of the least square method is optimal.) Although the system of equations used in the MM and STI algorithms are similar, their treatment of the modal state and the relationship between the modal and base states is very different. The MM algorithms represent the modal state as the probabilities that a given mode is the true mode at a given time, while STI gives an explicit estimate of the modal state in effect at each time k, as well as the temporal sequence of these explicit modal transitions. However, the difference between the two approaches is more fundamental in that the MM algorithms and their underlying Kalman filters are predictive model-based algorithms while STI is a data-driven, curve-fitting algorithm. MM algorithms assume that the models and their probabilities currently in effect are correct and that the base state must evolve according to those models. Each mode-conditioned base state estimate is formed as a weighted sum of the new measurement and the prediction provided by the model's transition matrix, with the weighting of these two elements determined by the model's process and measurement noises. In effect the model guides the algorithm, and assuming the model is correct this guidance allows the filter to provide a better estimate of the base state than the noisy measurements alone. If the models are incorrect, or the modal transitions are too rapid to be readily modeled in a predictive manner, the MM algorithms, including the adaptive ones, will tend to perform poorly.
In contrast, STI does not use the current modal state to guide the filter, but rather it uses the data to improve the determination of the modal state. The actual "model" provided to STI is the parameter space on which the STI's curve-fitting algorithm is free to operate. STI achieves improved estimates by using data from an entire segment to estimate the current modal state, performing parameter estimation over a portion of the track where the modal state is hypothesized to be constant. If the segmentation and the model parameter space is correct, and either there are a "large" number of measurements per segment or the noise levels are low, STI will provide a good estimate of the base and modal states. However, if the noise levels are high and there are few measurements per segment, STI will perform poorly even if the model parameter space is chosen correctly, because STI will follow the noise.
III. THE STI ALGORITHM
The STI algorithm is a real-time algorithm that recursively develops a suboptimal, segmented least squares fit of a continuously acquired track. The track is segmented into a series of N overlapping segments, S 1 to S N joined by knots X 1 to X N¡1 . A state vector X n is associated with each segment S n where X n represents the parameters at the beginning of the segment under a given functional model M. M is the functional model for all segments and represents the parameter space over which the curve-fitting is done.
After STI fits the initial segment to the target track the algorithm iterates between two stages. The first stage produces an initial fit with the incoming data and determines when a new segment is necessary, while the second stage reoptimizes the fit and segmentation of the previous segments. Fig. 1 gives a high level flow chart of the algorithm, and the following sections give a description.
A. Initialization
A track is initialized by estimating the parameters of the first segment S 1 after the number of measurements is equal to the minimum segment length L min . L min is a tuning parameter whose minimum value is determined by the minimum number of data points required to perform a fit to M. For example, a minimum of three measurements is required by a circular arc model, but a larger number of measurements can be used to increase the robustness of the fit.
As each new measurement is acquired it is added to S 1 , and the fit is recalculated until a segment break condition is reached. Two break conditions are used for this paper. The first break condition occurs when the RMS residual for the segment exceeds by the factor K RMS the standard deviation of the measurement noise as defined by the model M. The second break condition occurs when the most recent L h measurements no longer have a good fit to the model, defined as the point when the ratio of the mean residual of those points to the mean residual of all prior points in the segment exceeds K ¢ . L h is restricted to integers between 1 and L min ; otherwise it would not exist for all segments, as the segments could be shorter than the tail. K ¢ is helpful in detecting break conditions in long segments, where the poor fit from new measurements after a maneuver is obscured by the average residual across the entire length of the segment.
In effect K ¢ tunes STI's sensitivity to large changes in the target mode, as in a transition from a right-hand turn to a left-hand turn, while K RMS tunes STI's sensitivity to small changes in the target mode, as in a transition from 10 ± /s left-hand turn to a 15 ± /s left-hand turn. In order to bound the complexity of STI K ¢ and K RMS should be tuned to produce the smallest number false positive jump transitions, while minimizing the number of false negative jump transitions. 2 Once a break condition is detected, S 1 is terminated at the measurement prior to the break. A new segment S 2 is initiated using the last measurement of S 1 and the new measurement which caused the break condition. The shared measurement is the location of the knot X 1 . The algorithm then proceeds to the fit and segmentation stage.
B. Fit and Segmentation
The fit and segmentation stage of the algorithm proceeds as with the initialization stage, except the fitness function is augmented with the continuity cost between the current and previous segment. The cost function for continuity varies with application, but for this paper consists of both position and heading continuity costs. When the segment break condition is met, rather than creating a new segment the algorithm proceeds to the recursive optimization stage.
C. Recursive Optimization
The recursive optimization stage begins when a break condition for a segment has been met. This is done because a missed maneuver, or bad estimate for a previous segment, can often be the cause of the break condition. Therefore, before measurements are added to a new segment, the last ± S segments from the segment list are reoptimized, and the segment list is updated. ± S is nominally set to 2 or 3, since maneuvers that occurred in the more distant past have little influence on the current target state.
Optimization is performed recursively, beginning with the pair of segments S N¡± S and S N¡± S +1 from the segment list. STI searches for the knot location between the two segments that minimizes the total cost function for both segments. The total cost function is the sum of the costs: the fit of M for each segment, the continuity cost between S N¡± S and S N¡± S +1 (described in detail in Section IIID), and if S N¡± S ¡1 exists, the continuity cost between S N¡± S and S N¡± S ¡1 . In general this optimization problem is a mixed integer, nonlinear programming problem. Since in our implementation the knot location partitions the measurements between the two segments, the minimum cost can easily be found by searching for the partition of the data set that gives the minimum combined cost. Our implementation used a simple pattern search algorithm that does not assume a smooth convex solution space. The algorithm iteratively refines the granularity and center of the search pattern until the minima is found [13] .
Next, STI tests to determine if the two segments should be merged. The measurements from both segments are combined and a new segmented is fitted. If the cost of the combined segment is less than the product of K m and the combined cost of the original two segments, the segments are merged. The tuning parameter K m is nominally either 1.1 or 1.2.
After merging, if needed, S N¡± S and S N¡± S ¡1 and creating a new S N¡± S ¡1 , STI then continues by reoptimizing segments S N¡± S +1 and S N¡± S +2 , S N¡± S +2 and S N¡± S +3 , etc. until the last segment is reached. If after optimization a break condition still exists in the final segment, a new segment is begun using "initialize segment" module of the initialization stage. Otherwise, the new measurement that created the break condition is added to the now reoptimized final segment. The algorithm then returns to the "acquire data" module of the fit and segmentation stage.
D. Segment Model and Cost Functions
In the fit and segmentation stage, the model X n is estimated to minimize the least squares,`2-norm, cost
is the vector valued function that calculates both the continuity knot costs between S M and S M¡1 and the measurement residuals for Y N for a given x N . The continuity knot costs maintain continuity of motion between two segments. For segment S 1 , the knot costs are identically zero as there is no previous segment S 0 . Our model M for this paper specifies that the elements of X n are the parameters of a CT model. The five CT parameters f" 0 ,´0, Á 0 , s, !g are the initial location (" 0 ,´0) and course (Á 0 ) at the start of the segment, the speed and turn rate of the target, respectively. The measurement generating function g(x, n) is given by
5 ,
which in the case of ! 6 = 0 is the time parameterized equation of an constant speed, constant turn rate arc, and in the case of ! = 0 is the time parameterized equation of a constant speed straight line segment. Our model M specifies that the cost of X N¡1 include continuity in position and direction,
where L N is the number of measurements in S n , x N 0 is the initial target position in S n and x N¡1 F is the final target position in S n¡1 ; Á N¡1 F is the final heading in S n¡1 and Á N 0 is the initial target heading in S n expressed in radians. K x is a tuning parameter that adjusts the importance of a smooth fit versus a good fit to the measurements themselves.
During the recursive optimization stage our model is augmented to include the cost of the two segments along with the cost of the two knots that precede each segment. The minimization problem then becomes
where the search space is extended to include all valid locations of the knot X n . Because of the added continuity condition and the extra data from two segments, the fit from this model is often better than from the model for a single segment.
E. Discussion
As shown by the previous derivation, STI is inherently a smoothing algorithm; it continuously reoptimizes the previous track segmentation when additional data is acquired to improve the estimation accuracy for the current segment. These improvements can be seen even for small lags. When lags are larger, a concise smoothed piecewise parametric representation of the track history is obtained.
The STI approach differs from the segmenting algorithms developed by the pattern recognition community in that STI is a real-time algorithm that continuously estimates the target track as new measurement data is acquired. In order to achieve a computationally tractable algorithm, STI makes the reasonable assumption that only the most recent segments have an influence on the current track estimate, 3 and STI additionally constrains computational complexity by recursively optimizing knot placements between pairs of segments, rather than simultaneously searching for multiple optimal knot placements between multiple segments. Even with these constraints, the run time performance of the STI algorithm is poor when compared with the variable structure IMM algorithms.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
The performance of STI was evaluated against the VS-AIMM, AGIMM, and a fixed-interval CV RTS Kalman smoother [14] using two track geometries shown in Fig. 2 . Scenario 1 is taken from [9, 8] while Scenario 2 is a scenario for a highly maneuvering, nimble target making linked CTs with large (up to 60 ± ) step changes in turn rates. We considered a single Cartesian sensor corrupted with zero-mean Gaussian noise with standard deviation ¾ = ¾ x = ¾ y and examined two sampling rates for each track scenario. Tuning parameters for all trackers were kept constant for both scenarios. Full knowledge of ¾ = ¾ x = ¾ y was assumed.
These simulations were done using Matlab 
A. Tracker Parameters
The VS-AIMM and AGIMM tuning parameters were taken directly from [8] . The maximum turn rate was increased to ! max = 80 ± to accommodate ¼=16 maximum discontinuity in heading the turn rates in Scenario 2. 5 The Kalman filter and the fixed-interval Kalman smoother uses a piecewise constant white acceleration model. The smoothing interval includes all measurements. The process noise standard deviation for both the filter and smoother is taken as the RMS acceleration of Scenario 1, ¾ v = 9:47. for complete configuration of the trackers and the parameters.
B. Scenario 1
Track Scenario 1, shown in 
C. Scenario 2
Track Scenario 2, shown in Fig. 2 , is for a highly maneuverable target that performs a series of linked turns of 10, ¡25, 35, 10, ¡25, and 35 ± /s for duration of 7, 10, 6, 6, 10, 6, and 5 s, respectively. While this high g scenario is not obtainable by a manned vehicle, it can be realized by the small unmanned drones that are currently being developed, and by birds, fish, etc.
The target has an initial heading of 0 ± , initial position of [0 0], and speed of 11.252 m/s. Measurement noise standard deviation is ¾ x = ¾ y = 1. Two sample sizes were evaluated, with N = 100 and N = 200 measurements, for a sample period of 0.5 s and 0.25 s, respectively.
D. Statistics
The RMS estimation errors given in Table II show that for Scenario 1, the VS-AIMM tracker has smaller errors in position estimates than both the AGIMM and STI tracker, while for Scenario 2 the STI tracker has smaller error in position estimates. STI gives better turn rates estimates in the RMS sense for three of the four sets of trials, with the VS-AIMM outperforming the STI tracker for Scenario 2, N = 200. When the STI is run with a lag of one measurement, ¿ = 1, the performance improves as expected. When STI is used as fixed-interval smoother with ¿ = N, it outperforms the RTS smoother.
When turn rate estimates are compared graphically in Fig. 3 by superimposing the turn rate estimates of 20 trials, the difference in error characteristics between the algorithms can be seen. The IMM trackers are too slow to respond to the change in turn rates, almost always both lagging and underestimating the true turn rates. STI also lags the true turn rate, although not as badly, and tends to have large individual error spikes but otherwise the turn rate estimates are centered around the true turn rate. These spikes are causes by improper segmentation, where a break condition is created by a noisy measurement and the new segment estimates a false turn rate from the noisy measurements. These effects are largely absent if smoothing is allowed as these segments are typically quickly recombined with the previous segment. The elimination of the turn rate errors by smoothing is visible in the smoothed STI output shown in Fig. 3 . The large estimation errors caused by the lag in turn rate estimates, and the occasional spike inflates the RMS turn rate of the STI algorithm, while the RMS statistic tends to overstate the performance of the VS-IMM trackers. A graph of the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the absolute turn rate error given in Fig. 4 shows that the STI tracker gives consistently smaller errors in estimating turn rate than the other algorithms. This can also be quantified using a robust error statistic that does not give large weights to outliers, such as median absolute deviation (MAD). The turn rate MAD for each algorithm is given in Table III . The MAD statistics for STI are at most one-third of the best performing IMM tracker, and even outperform the Kalman smoother. Using this statistic, the consistent bias of the IMM algorithms becomes apparent. 
E. Runtime Performance
The STI implementation for this paper is written in Matlab ® and uses the lsqnonlin function included in Matlab ® 's Optimization Toolbox to perform the nonlinear least squares fit to the combined motion model and knot continuity cost function. Lsqnonlin implements a "subspace trust region method based on the interior-reflective Newton method."
The run time performance of our Matlab implementation was benchmarked using Scenario 1, with N = 400 and 9 track segments. Average run times for 20 trials were obtained using the Matlab Profiler: AGIMM, 0.47 s; VS-AIMM, 0.31 s; and STI, 121 s. STI ran 250 times slower that the AGIMM tracker; however, since STI spent 90% of the execution time evaluating lsqnonlin, substantial speed up can be realized by implementing a faster optimization algorithm.
V. CONCLUSION
STI develops a piecewise parametric representation of a target track by dynamically partitioning it into segments with each track segment corresponding to a different modal state of the target. This approach to tracking achieves results on par with the two VS-IMM trackers we use in our simulation studies, and is especially effective for situations with large changes in modal state, where the slow response of VS-IMM trackers limits their effectiveness.
These simulation results have since been verified by additional experimental studies done on tracking free-swimming fish [15] . These behavioral studies of fish verify that STI is able to correctly characterize the movement of these fish, in a multi-target environment with clutter.
Currently, STI has poor run-time performance. However, with improvements in the algorithm's implementation, including use of parallel processing hardware, STI should be extensible to real-time tracking scenarios with fast update rates or a large number of targets. Even before these improvements are made, STI can be used as an off-line algorithm to characterize the behavior of targets. Especially in biological applications, where the low mass and speed of the targets allows them to maneuver with much higher turn rates than is possible for a rapidly moving aircraft. STI's piecewise parameterization of the target track is then helpful in classifying these targets' behavior.
